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Is a $2 Legal Tender 1928C Mule
Star Note Possible?

By David Schlingman
Research Verified by Peter Huntoon

Overview

P ETER HUNTOON'S
research on the $2 LT Series

of 1928C mules and 1928D BA
block non-mules (Paper Money,
May-June, 2001) sheds light on
the complexities during the tran-
sition from micro to macro plate
number usage. He documents
that the transition involved a
period when plates with both
sizes of plate numbers -- on both
faces and backs -- were on the
presses at the same time.

The result was simultaneous
production of 1928C non-mules,
1928C mules, 1928D mules, and
1928D non-mules. The rarities
in this mix are the 1928C mule,
currently with 20 reported, and
the 1928D BA block non-mule,
with 20 reported. When consid-
ering the possibilities, Huntoon
concluded that $2 Series of
1928C mule star notes probably
were not printed. He based his
conclusion on the lack of known specimens. I have evi-
dence that they were made!

1928C Mule Stars Were Printed
Evidence that 1928C mule stars were printed comes

from the 1928D non-mule star pictured here:
*01976592A L190/289. This significant note appeared
in the Smythe Memphis 2001 sale as lot 1295. While
scanning the catalog, my first impression was that the
note had to be a 1928D mule, not a non-mule, because
its serial number fell within the reported mule range in
the Oakes/Schwartz catalog. Also, the serial was well
below the low reported serial for a 1928D non-mule
star! The star serial ranges reported in the 4th edition
of the Oakes/Schwartz catalog are:

1928C *01062930A - *02011530A
1928D mule *01911287A - *02505945A
1928D *01976592A - *03215773A
Although I couldn't believe the 1928D was a non-

mule, I knew that small size expert Scott Lindquist
wrote the catalog copy, and he wouldn't make such a

mistake! I couldn't wait to view the note at Memphis.
When I did, sure enough it was a non-mule as
described. To round out the picture, I also have
observed a 1928C non-mule with serial *01976849A
which is only 257 numbers higher.

The point is that 1928D non-mule *01976592A in
the Smythe sale was printed during the same period
when 1928C face plates were on the presses.
Furthermore, because it is a non-mule, we now know
that the backs being mated with the faces contained a
mix of micro and macro plates as well. Therefore,
1928C mule stars had to be made during this printing!

Huntoon shows that the 5 million backs involved
during the production of the 1928C mules and 1928D
BA non-mules were printed between August 22 and
September 7, 1939. The ratios were about 80 percent
micros and 20 percent macros. The macro back plates
in use were numbers 289 through 296. The note in the
sale, *01976592A, has back 289.

These backs were mated with a mix of about 43 per-
cent 1928C and 57percent 1928D faces between
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September 11 and December 15, 1939. From this mix,
something like 430,000 1928C mules were produced.

This star note, now the lowest reported 1928D
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non-mule, demonstrates that some sheets were taken
from this stock and used to produce star notes. Some
of those stars obviously had to be 1928C mules!

Not only did this star printing produce 1928C
mules, it also contained the earliest 1928D non-mules
as well such as *01976592A. Most of the production
from it consisted of 1928C non-mules and 1928D
mules. Those more common star varieties would be of
little significance to collectors, and their serials are
"lost" in the known serial ranges for those varieties.

Conclusion
It is clearly evident that at least a small run of star

notes were produced from the stock of sheets contain-
ing the mix of micro and macro backs, and 1928C and
1928D faces, that produced the rare regular 1928C
mules and the 1928D BA block non-mules. Clearly,
then, 1928C mule stars were made

The challenge for small note buffs is to discover
one. It will rank as the most stellar mule possible.

Postscript
A second equally significant $2 1928D non-mule

star note appeared on e-bay in December, 2001, subse-
quent to preparation of this article. This one is
*01972969A G191/294, which is lower by 3623. It is
also from the same printing described above, further
substantiating the likelihood that it is only a matter of
time before a 1928C mule star from the printing is dis-
covered!
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